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TeleMate.Net Software Enhances Real-Time Reporting and Trend-Based
Notifications in NetSpective Web Filter Platform
Driven by customer requests and the ever-changing face of the Internet, several NetSpective features –
including dashboards, malware protection, and network monitoring – get enhanced and extended.
Norcross, GA – January 31, 2012 – TeleMate.Net Software, a global provider of voice network monitoring and
Internet security solutions, today announced the release of NetSpective version 3.82 with integrated NetAuditor
version 3.0. Building on years of successful network deployments, TeleMate blended management and real-time
situational awareness and policy control continues to shape administrative requirements as the pace of the Internet
accelerates.
NetSpective version 3.82 introduces NetAuditor 3.0 with a newly redesigned architecture to provide enhanced
real-time reporting and trend-based event notifications. As most administrators lack the time needed to monitor
floods of continuous network activity, the newly released solution enables IT to quickly and easily create alerts
based on an unlimited set of criteria, and then receive critical notifications only when those specified thresholds
are breached.
Distinguishable from other reporting solutions, NetAuditor also provides administrators with more granular filters
for monitoring and mining Internet traffic, including integrated device-level reporting and expression-based
filtering (on both inclusive and exclusive criteria). The solution also provides administrators with the ability to
filter on more fields of data, such as GeoIP, for greater network insight.
“Our forward-thinking approach to creating complete security solutions focuses on visibility, simplicity and
flexibility,” explains John O’Reilly, President of TeleMate.Net Software. “Paired with NetSpective, NetAuditor
provides administrators with just that – instant network awareness with real-time, trend-based notifications and
reports; a simplified way to protect their organization from security breaches; and the flexibility to manage reports
their way.”
To further make NetSpective an easier, faster and better solution, TeleMate.Net Software enabled unlimited data
retention and expanded its catalog of on- and off-network filtering managers – previously including only remote
and logon agents. Traditionally, web filters have effortlessly managed stationary workstations tied to a single IP
address. However, as many companies and schools are abandoning desktop computing for mobile solutions,
NetSpective Internet Filter now includes persistent logon agents that maintain security policies as devices shift IP
addresses within their network. Regardless of the user’s movement, NetSpective will continually filter the device
without the need to re-establish network settings.
For a live, in-person demonstration of NetSpective, NetAuditor and other solutions, visit TeleMate.Net Software
at the 2012 TCEA Conference in Austin, TX.. You can also visit us online at www.telemate.net, or contact us at
info@telemate.net to schedule an online demonstration.

About TeleMate.Net
TeleMate.Net® Software is a global leader in voice and data network monitoring and security solutions, which
provides cost effective, reliable, and feature-rich solutions to service providers, corporations, and federal, state,
and local agencies, creating unprecedented visibility within their complex IT networks, and allowing customers to
spend less time collecting and monitoring data and more proactive time managing their overall business. Since
1986, TeleMate.Net Software has evolved its core reporting technology, incorporating the latest advances in
database, reporting, user-interface, and categorization technologies, to become the dominate force in addressing
telecommunications administrators’ core requirements. For more information about TeleMate.Net, please visit our
website at: http://www.telemate.net.
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If you’d like more information about NetSpective Internet Content Filtering™, NetAuditor® Firewall Reporting,
or TeleMate® Unified Call Management, please email Marketing@telemate.net or visit the TeleMate.Net website
at www.telemate.net.

